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Changes to Developers Materials Listings Process

The Australian Energy Regulator (AER) recently released a new Ring-fencing Guideline which applies to Ergon Energy and Energex and impacts the way in which unregulated services can be provided. This new Guideline also impacts the way we supply materials from our stores. To ensure we comply with the Ring-fencing Guideline, we will be making changes to the ‘Materials Listing Process’.

What will change?

Through our review of the process we have identified the need for a minor change to one of our forms.

We have streamlined the materials listing process and focussed on delivering a single process for Queensland by aligning the relevant Ergon Energy and Energex processes.

For Developers, Consultants and Contractors working in Ergon Energy communities this has resulted in the following changes:

- On our new form we now list approved products rather than approved suppliers, increasing the options for choice of supplier; and
- We have removed the requirement to fill in additional paperwork such as the Deed of Material Compliance forms and Material Approval forms.

For Developers, Consultants and Contractors working in Energex communities there will be minimal impact.

Which Ergon Energy documents are impacted?

- RSM01 Specification for UDC Materials – will be withdrawn
- RSM02 Specification for UDC Compatible Materials Listing - will be withdrawn
- PW000400T104 Approved Products List – new form
- RSD01 Specification for UDC Design – new version to be released
- RSC06 UDC Main Specification – will be withdrawn
- RSC07 Specification for UDC Civil Works – new version to be released
- Developers’ Handbook – new version to be released
- ST000100T100 Negotiated Customer Establishment Contract (NCEC) – new version to be released
- PW000101F100 Network Connection Subdivision/Streetlight Application Form – new version to be released
- PW001602F100 Pre-Start Meeting Form – new version to be released

When will these new changes apply?

The new documents will published to the website in the coming weeks. Once all the revised documentation is published on our website, the changes will apply. We anticipate this will be in mid to late March and we will send a further Developers Update to communicate more details when this occurs.

For further information or queries, please feel free to contact us on tech.enquiries@ergon.com.au